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AIRFLOW RATE REQUIREMENTS IN PASSWGEIL AIRCRAFT 

bY 

E. A. Timby 

E.P. Dept., R.A.E., Farnborough 

Airflow requirements for cabins of passenger transport aircraft are 
considered from the aspects of breathing, temperature control, odour control, 
pressurisation and equxpment cooling. In supersonic aircraft the conse- 
quences of a pressurisation failure and the requirements of equpment cooling 
are likely to prevent much reduction in airflow below current figures. In 
subsonic aircraft the airflow could be reduced for pressurisation but is 
likely to be dictated by odour control on which information is lacking under 
representative conditions. The mu&num engine air bleed rate would occur for 
a system which recirculates and purifies a proportion of the cabIn au. 
Development of cabin air distribution systems would be requred if auflow 
is to be reduced. 

*Replaces R.A.E. Technical Report 69Z.8 - A.B.C. 31984 
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1 IMWJDUCTION 

The increasing size and speed of kansport aircraft is leading to larger 
capacity cabxn conditiorung systems and consequent greater power and weight. 
Designs which have been developed for smaller, slo&r au-craft may not be 

optimized for new conditions and need to be reviewed from time to time. 

A fundamental parameter In all conditioning systems is the fresh airflow 

rate to be supplled per passenger, which at present 1s specified by operators' 
as 1.2 lb/min (9.1 g/s) per passenger during flight and 0.5 lb/min (3.8 g/s) 
dumng taxi conditions. 

The air supply is required to fulfil various purposes; 

(1) Control oxygen and carbon dloxlde levels for breathing. 
(2) Control passenger temperature (without gradients or draughts). 
(3) Clear obnoxious odours. 

(4) Meet pressurisation requirements. 
(5) Control equipment temperature. 

It has dready been suggested that the minimum parkal pressure of 
oxygen and the maximum partial pressure of carbon dioxide 233 to provide a 
satisfactory breathing atmosphere could be met with a lower airflow than is 
the present practice 4 . This Report consders the supply rate in terms of all 
the requirements. 

The provision of condzttloning on the ground could be important from a 
passenger appesl aspect. One way of providing this, apart from the provxslon 

of auxiliary power umts to suppl~ressureair~in lieu of the engines,ls to use 
a recirculation system mth a vapour cycle refrigerator system. 

It, is concluded that from a purely breathing aspect the fresh air supply 
per passenger could be reduced to the order of 0.25 lb/&n (1.89 g/s). In 

supersomc axeraft presswisatlon needs in emergency contitions and equipment 
coohng requxements wLl.l probably prevent any large reduction In the total 

air supply. However in subsonic alrcraft cruising below 4.0000 ft (12192 m) 
some reduction, possibly up to 50$~could be made. 

Odour control ~11 determine the passenger airflow requirement and 
informatIon is lacking on this under representative aircraft con&tions. The 
fresh air requxement per passenger could be reduced while maintairung accept- 
able odour control by use of a recirculation system xxorporating purification 

equipment. This also needs further investigation. 
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The reduction of' the total air supply per passenger wOuld entall develop- 

ment work on distribution systems in order to maintain acceptable temperature 
gradient3 within the cabin. 

2 AIR SUPPLY RATE REQUIRED FOR BREATHING 

The cabin a~.r composition and the corre3ponding partlal pressures result- 
mg from a period of 1 hour occupancy have been calculated for cabin volumes of 

45, 50 and 75 ft3 (1.274, 1.416 and 2.12 m3) per passenger, which are represen- 

tatlve values for current aircraft Fig.1, and fresh an supply rates from 0.1 
to 1.0 lb/mln (0.756 to 7.56 g/s). The assumptions and method of calculation 

are given in Appendix A. 

The results of the calculations are shown in Table 1 and Figs.2-5. A 
typxal plot of the partial pressures of oxygen and carbon dioxide over a 

period of 1 hour 13 shown in Fig.2. It ~~11 be noticed that, except at the 
minimum flow rate of 0.1 lb/min (0.756 g/s), after 1 hour con&Sons are 

nrtually stable. Flg.3 shows the effect of cabin volume after 1 hour and It 
will be seen that above a flow rate of 0.2 lb/mln (1.51 g/s) there is 
negl~gl$le effect due to changing the volume. Fig.4 shows the effect of 
varying the flow rate for a cabin volume of 50 ft3 (1.416 m3) per passenger. 
The partial pressure of carbon dionde increases rapidly below a flow rate 
of 0.5 lb/mln (3.78 g/s), but does not exceed the recommended British limit 

untd a flow of less than 0.1 lb/min (0.756 g/s) is reached. Although the 
value of the partial pressure of oxygen decreases rapxlly with flow rates 
below 0.5 lb/min (3.78 g/s) It would not be outside the proposed limit untd 
the rate of supply is less than 0.1 lb/mln (0.765 g/s). 

The variation of relative humidity after 1 hour 13 shown for a cabin 

volume of 50 cu f't (1.416 m3) per passenger. l'hls shows that the orlgn%l 
relative humdity is maintained at an airflow of about 0.25 lb/min (1.89 g/s). 

For airflows less than this the relative humd1t.y ncreases rapidly while for 
higher flows it decreases. Table 1 shows that the effect of cabin volume per 
passenger is small as is the effect of doubling the initial water concentra- 
tlon which was investigated at a cabin volume of 75 ou ft (2.12 m3) per 
passenger. 

The results show that for breathing requirement3 the airflow rate per 

passenger could be reduced to about 0.1 lb/mln (0.756 g/s) per person without 
exceeding the partial pressure limlts, although at this rate the cabin water 
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content would increase. At a flow rate of about 0.25 lb/min (I.89 g/s) per 
passenger the steeply sloping parts of the partial pressure curves are not 
approached and the relative humikty remains at about the initial value so 
that this would appear to be a reasonable minimum figure. The above assumes 
that the air supply to the cabin is dry and that there is a good distribution 
system so that each passenger gets an equal amount of air. The value of 25% RH 
could however possibly lead to a 'wet' aircraft in the subsonio case with the 
atterdsnt corrosion and weight problems. 

3 CABINTEMPERATUREAIVD TEMPEFATUREGRADIENPS 

The amount of ventilation required to obtah s satisfactory meen cabin 
temperature with acceptable temperature gradients is dependent upon the 
internal heat load, the heat flow through the cabin walls, the minimum cabin 
air inlet temperature for comfort (assuming that it is available from the 
generation system), the specific heat of the ventilating medium (air in the 

present study although mixtures such as oxygen/helium could be considered) and 
the design of the distribution system. 

For a particular aircraft cabin the design of the distribution system can 

have a very large effect. For exsmple,in tests on an experimental representa- 
tive Mach 2.2 transport aircraft cabin6 , changes in the distribution system 
enabled a reduction in fresh sir ventilating flow from 1.8 lb/min (13.6 g/s) 

to 1.0 lb/min (7.56 g/s) per passenger to be made for the same degree of 
comfort. Subsequent changes to those reported reduced the flow rate to 
0.75 lb/min (5.65 g/s) per passenger. These later tests did not use a separate 
recirculation system for cabin sir, which has been common practice to reduce 1 
cabin temperature, but utilised jet entrainment to obtain mixing within the 
cabin allowing use of lower inlet temperatures without passenger discomfort. 
These tests demonstrate the savings that possibly could be made by the detsild 
investigation of distribution systems for a particular cabin. 

5 ( 
4 ODOUR CONTROL 

The magnitude of the odour control problem is subjective and will depend 

largely upon the amount of smoking, assuming that galleys snd toilets are 

vented directly overboard, and upon the fastidiousness of the passengers. 

The humidity of the cabin air and the materials present can also play a 

significant part in the question of odour control. It has been shown7 that 

perception of tobacco, body and cooking odours is decreased tith increased 

humiaity and it is suggested that a level of 4.0-60s relative humidity should 
be used in air conditioned areas. On the other hand where the odour source is 
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intrinsic to the material, e.g. paint, rubber and upholstery a reduction in 

relative humidity is benefxia18 as it reduces the rate of evolution. In 

nuclear submarines' the use of mlneral spirxt for cleaning and oil based 
paints were banned due to the odour problems that they created. The materd-s 
used in the cabin therefore require some care in selection although informa- 

tion on thus aspect is limited and possibly attentlon paid to the odour 
10 absorption properties of materxals . 

Information is lacking on odour control at the volumes per person, air 

velocities and pressures that exist in aircraft cabIns. Accepted American 

practice for minxmum requirements for bulldxng air conditlonlng is given in 

Refs.7 and 10 from whhlch Fig.6 is reproduced showwg the mInimum recommended 

ventilation requirements to avoid obnoxious body and smoking odours. These 

recommendations are based mainly on experimental work done in the 1930s. 
Fig.6 xdicates a flow rate which varies with the volume per person and a 
rate of aw change as shown in Fig.7 and assumes that the air supply is 
untreated outsde air. Extrapolating these curTes to the region of 50 ft3 

(1.415 m3) per person suggests that a total flow of between 30 ad 45 ft3/min 
3 (0.142 and 0.212 m /s) per person would be required depending upon the amount 

of physical activity and smoking, that is 2.4 to 3.7 lb/min (18.1 to 28 g/s). 

The most comprehensive U.S. government regulations are those of the 
1957 Chicago Ventilating Code. The requirements from this code are shown in 

10 Fig.8 . This code allows for the.recirculatlon of air with adsorption and 
temperature control and states that under these conditions on 15% of the 
total air supply needs to be fresh. A constant rate of change of air of 
once per 15 minutes is implied. Chapter T7gi-z?s the same ratio of fresh air 
to total air supply for coolzng in the summer If dehumidiflcatlon of the sir 
is used. The ratlo 1s however trebled for winter conbtlons when the a= is 

being heated and humltified. For a cabin volume of 55 ft3 (1.56 m3) per 
person Fig.8 suggests a flow of the order of 30 ft3/mln (0.152 m'/s) of which 
about 5 ft3/min (0.0024 m3/s) p er person is fresh, assuming that an OffICe 

ceiling 1s at 9.0 ft (2.73 m3). This agrees with the lower curve of Fig.6. 
These values of total flow are in excess of the values used in current 
aircraft. Figs.6-8 may not be amenable to extrapolation down to the volume 
per person current in aircraft cabins with the different distribution. 

Bedford 11 gives the London County Councd requirement supplies to theatres as 
IT-20 ft3/min (8.0-9.0 mm3/s) per person which is comparable to what has been 
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aircraft practice. He suggests that as the fresh air supply per person is 
increased the efficiency of ventilation is decreased as there is insufficient 

time for the diffusion cf odours to occur and not all the ventilating capacity 
of the air IS used. This is in agreement with American practice shown by 
FigZ6, In an aircraft cabin the inlet and extraction points are much closer 
to the person and fresh air can be directed, if required onto the face, by 
means of punkah louvres at a higher velocity than normally present in a 
room. This may account for the air supply being below normal practice, 

5 TFCWMENT OF RRCIRCDIATED AIR FOR ODOUR REb!OVAL 

In the precebng discussion it has been assumed that all the air supply 

is fresh. An alternative system which is used to recirculate the air with 
purification (removal of odours) and control of the temperature and humidity. 
About 15smake up fresh air is required. In view of the controlling influence , 

of odours on the flow rate this system may have scope for future development 1 
The methods of purification are as follows; 

(1) Adsorption. 

(2) Washing and scrubbing. 
(3) Neutralisation and masking, 

Activated charcoal is commonly used as an adsorbant, Table 3, Chapter 12 7 

gives one odour index for classifying the occupied volume that can be purified 
per year by 1 lb (0.453 kg) of activated charcoal. 'An average value quoted 
for aircraft is 300 ft3 (8.49 m3). The weight of charcoal required would be 

small, but the contact time between the contaminated air and the charcoal 
determines the efficiency of the prccess, implying large surface areas or 

thick filters with high pressure drop. Depending upon the degree of contamina- 
tion it might not be necessary to pass the whole of the recirculated air 

through filters, Any pure gases however would not be filtered cut. An advant- 
age of this type of purification is that it would absorb any smoke that might 
resultfrom a fire in-the cabin. Regular servicing would be required and 

performance would vary with time due to clogging. 

Odours have e&so been controlled chemically 12 but again low face 

velocities are required. 

Washing and scrubbing with absorbent liquids can be used where the 

odorous vapours are soluable or emulsifiable. Absorbents may be water or 

sprays of hygroscopic liquid, such as a solution of water with lithium chloride; 
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triethylene glycol etc. These are especially effective if it 13 desired to 

dehumidify at the Same time as washing. The spray has to be cooler than the 

air being treated if dehumidification is required. Spray towers with moisture 

elimux2.tor3, sometimes packed with glass wool etc. to increase contact, and 

venturi scrubbers injecting the'absorbent liquid into the venturi throat and 
discharging the mixture tangentially into a separator are used in building 
conditioning plants. They can be designed to operate at high air velocities 
with low pressure 1033. 

Neutralisation and masking can also be used to eliminate annoyance from 

odours. These method3 depend upon the ascertaining of the composition of the 
objectionable odour(s) and the supplying of another odour, in the proper 
concentration, which will counteract or mask. Commercial deodorants are 
. 

avaalable for body odour, tobacco smoke, cooking smells etc., but the question 

c-f adequate metering in an aircraft cabin would cau3e difficulty with varying 
passenger loads, amount of smoking etc. Excess concentrations of the 

deodorant3 themselves might become objectionable. 

If a recirculation system with purification were to be used the method 
of purification 13 likely to be a combination of fluid spray and charcoal 

filters to obtain maximum efficiency and deal with possible smoke 
contarmnation. 

6 COOLING OF RECIRCCLATED AIR 

The recirculated air will require to be cooled before it 13 reintroduced 
to the cabin and, if dehumidification is used, the spray liquid will need 
cooling. Depending upon the aircraft there might be sufficient cooling 
available from the fresh air generation system to achieve the desired 
temperature of the mixed cabin xnlet air in flight. 

If there is insufficient cooling available in the fresh air make-up a 
separate vapour cycle syst&'wculd be required. Preferably this should be 
electrically driven 30 that on the ground it might be powered from an A.P.U. 
or external ground supply. Limited ground cooling could then be supplied. 

The vapour cycle would require a suitable heat sink. At present there 
are no suitable refrigerants for use with condenser temperature3 in exce33 
of 902'3 . Thl3 preclude3 ram air for aircraft operating at speeds in 
exce33 of about Mach 1.75 in the tropopause. Below this speed ram air could 
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be used, but would offset the gains made by the reduction in fresh air flow 
and might entail a net weight increase depending on the geometry of the air- 
craft. In addition fans would be required for inducing flow over the con- 
denser for ground operation. 

It is however possible on transport aircraft cruising below Mach 2.0 
that the heat capacity of the fuel might be utilised both on the ground and in 
flight. For prolonged cruise above Mach 2.0 the fuel is likely to reach too 

high a temperature in the tanks for use in cooling the vapour cycle condenser 
at the end of flight. The availability of fuel as a heat sink will depend 
upon the overall heat balance for the aircraft, i.e. the amount of hydraulic 

and electrical equipment heat being rejected to it. Recirculation ~111 also 
require fans or compressors with their associated weight and power, which 
could be large depending upon the amount and method of purification. 

7 CABIN i=TESSURISATION 

The cabin air supplies as well as ventilating the aircraft are used as 
the means of pressurisation. Therefore there has to be sufficient discharge 

flow for valves to adequately maintain the cabin pressure. This discharge flow 
is the air supplied to the cabin less the amount lost by structural leakage and 
through fixed bleeds such as toilets, galleys, fuel tank pressurisation etc. 
Structural leakage, which depends upon design and manufacturing tolerances, 
in present aircraft is of the order of IO-15% of the total flow. If fixed 
bleeds from toilets and galleys are includedthis figure would increase by about 
another 10% and a further 1546 in supersonic aircraft where the tyres and under- 

carriage need cooling. These bleeds therefore account for something of the 
order of 25% of the total flow before the discharge valves open for a subsonic 
aircraft and probably about LO$ for a supersonic aircraft. Depending upon the 
limitations of discharge valve size and control range,it would appear that a 
reduction in the flow to maintain pressurisation of the order of 5046 could be 
made for subsonic aircraft. 

Over a period of 10 years 67 cases of pressurisation failure 14 have been 

recorded. Of these the cabin altitude rose to over 14.000 ft (4.600 m) in 33 

cases, The causes of the majority of incidents were associated with discharge 
valves either due to the malfunctioning of the valve itself or the control 

system. Four of the cases were due to seal failures and one to a fuselage 
failure. With reduction of the pressurisation flow and correspondrung decrease 
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UI the 3lz.e of discharge valves the severityof any incident due to the malfunc- 
tmmng of the discharge valves should not be Increased. Where however the 

loss of pressurisation is due to a fadure of a door seal, window etc. the 
final cabin altitude and rate of decrease of pressure will be'higher. To 
cover this possibility,on'subsonic aircraft, provision for a flood flow system 
would be required. This would mean being able to override the cold air unit 

bypass and the mass flow controller. Some Increase in the maxxnum capacity of 
the normal cold air unit bypass and the reducing valve might be required at a 
small increase in weight. Probably no increase in primary heat exchanger 

capacity would be required as a decrease in thermal performance and increase 
III pressure drop with the resulting lnorease in cabin inlet temperature is 
likely to be acceptable for a short period In an emergency. 

For alrcraft cruising at altitudes In excess of 40000 ft (12192 m) the 
problem is more severe due to the higher altitude to which the cabin would 
rxeinthe event of a fallwe. As these aircraft are likely to be of vxreased 
performance with high temperatures on the coolant sde of the primary heat 

exchanger and from the engine tapplng It would not be possible to bypass the 
cold air uxnt for flood flow and It does not seem lxkely that 3~ reduction in 
the flow required for pressurisation could be made. 

8 EQUIPEXF COOLING 

An aircraft flight deck has a separate fresh air supply, this being used 
for conditioning equipment as well 83 crew. Where an aircraft carries a lot 
of equipment scme of the passenger cabin sir may be required to supplement 

the flight deck ar supply, as ip the Concorde$ere the electronic flight deck 
load is of the order of 14 kW. Normally equipment conditiorung air is not 
readmitted to the cabin because of the risk of smoke contsmlnation. Therefore 
the air cannot be consxlered for use in a recirculation system unless an 
adequate filtration system is incorporated. The air cooling the equipment is 
however avaIlable to the discharge valves. The seme limitations also apply to 
underfloor equipment and freight holds. To avoid contamination the heat loads 
from concentrations of electronic equipment could be rejected to the reclrcula- 
tion system or the discharge air by means of a heat exchanger and additional 
ducting,at the expense of additional weight, employing a closed circuit system. 

Providing a closed circuit equipment system would present diffxulties in 
that equipment boxes and connections would require to be adequately sealed. 
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The choice of a suitable heat transport medxm also presents difficulties, air 
is attractive in that it presents no contamination problem If a leak does 
occur, but it would however have a relatively high pumping power requirement. 

The use of liquid tithe closed circuit 15 would reduce the requirements for 
volume and pumping power but would probably increase the weight owing to the 
liquid in the ducting although this would be of small diameter. Equipment 

specifxally designed for liquid cooling would be required and servicing 
difficulties would be increased. Mixing of air and liquid cooled equipment 
would lead to a heavy and Inefficient system. 

Apart from the development of equipment to operate at higher temperatures, 

OF the redesign of all equipment to be liquid cooled, there does not appear to 
be any means of reducing equipment cooling requirements. The use of higher 
equipment operating temperatures could be limited where there are dlsls or 

controls which are radiating to the crew or are likely to be touched. 
Cooling by air from the flight deck and cabin supplies is Lkely to remain 
the method for condition& equipment. The demand of equipment cooling is 
likely to grow unth the increasing sophistlcatlon of aircraft. 

9 J$WJSSION 

Although fresh air requirements per passenger can be greatly reduced 
from a breathing aspect the other considerations of odour control, pressurisa- 
tion and equipment cooling mitigate against this, the latter two considerations 

probably ruling out any reduction on a supersonx aircraft. On subsonic 
aIrcraft a reduction of‘the order of 5046 could possibly be made if their cruise 
altitude is not too high (<40000 ft.-[12192 m]) and if odour control is 

satisfactory. 

InformatIon on odour control under the condltlons that prevail in 

~rcrsft cabins is lacking. In tests on a supersorw aircraft cabin6 a fresh 
flow of 1.0 lb/min (7.56 g/s) p er passenger was used in the final distribution 
scheme tested wlthout sny comments on 'stuffiness' although these had 

previously expressed at the recommended flow rate per passenger of 1.2 lb/min 
(9.07 g/s) with a slightly different distribution schem:; this meant a 204b 

saving in axrcraft penalty. The amount of cigarette smoke in these tests may 
not have been fully representative of a typical passenger cabin. These results 
however illustrate odour control 8s well as temperature gradients are 

influenced by the detail of the distribution system design. 
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If odour control requires more air than pressurisation and it is desired 
to reduce the fresh air demands upon the engines a recirculation system with 
air purification could be used although this is likely to be heavy. The 
recirculation system on the VC IO, which incorporates a vapour cycle system, 
weighs about 800 lb (363 kg) for an airflow of 150 lb/min (1.13 kg/s) which is 
of the order of 5.5 lb/min (0.33 kg per g/3). Since the average fresh air 
system weight is about II lb per lb/min (0.66 kg per g/3) (Fig.9) the saving 

in weight due to reducing the fresh air flow per passenger by 0.5 lb/min 
(3.75 g/s) for a 250 seat aircraft would be of the order of 1300 lb (590 kg). 
If it is assumed that for temperature gradient and odour control the same * 
total. flow 1.2 lb/min (9.07 g/s) per person is to be maintained then 
0.7 lb/rain (5.3 g/3) per passenger till need to be recirculated. Using the 
VC 10 figure3 as a basis this would involve a recirculation system weighing 

about 800-900 lb (363~!+08 kg) depending upon the amount of integration that 
can be achieved with other systems and the amount of odour and smoke control 
equipment required. The net weight saving would therefore be of the order of 
L+CXJ lb 181.5 kg) 3rd possibly more if the distribution system could be 
developed to reduce the total air flow requirement, i.e. reducing the total 
air flow from 1.2 lb/min (9.07 g/s) to 1.0 lb/min (7.56 g/s) per passenger 

would save a further 230 lb (104 kg). 

Reduction in the fresh air flow by 0.5 lb/min (3.78 g/s) will reduce the 
power demand from the engines by something of the order of 250 kW for a 250 
seat aircraft. The power demand of the recirculation circuit with a vapour 
cycle system would probably be about 20 kW giving a net saving of the order of 
200 kw. Extra weight will be involved in converting engine power to electric 
power for the recirculation circuit equipment, but there till be a reduction 
in weight if the same thrust from the engine is required as there will be a 
decrease in engine size. If power is obtained from the engine by sir bleed 
and turbo driven machinery this will 3l30 have to be considered in relation to 

the overall aircrsft pendty, when assessing the effects of a reduction in 
cabin conditioning flow. Assuming that the power load is relatively constant 
the turbo machine discharge air could be subsequently used for cabin 
conditioning. 

It is possible that in cruise there would be sufficient capacity in the 
fresh air suiply to cool the recirculated air. In the system proposals for 
the A 300 aircraft for exsmple in the cruise condition over half of the cabin 
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fresh air supply bypasses the cold air unit. If this is possible the weight 
of the refrigeration equipment in the recirculation system, probably about 
650 lb (295 kg) could be saved. However conditioning would not then be 
available on the ground, except from ground servioe trucks. 

10 CONCLuSIONS 

From a purely breathing aspect fresh air supplies could be reduced to 
the order of 0.25 lb/min (1.89 g 3) per passenger. However pressurisation 
for emergency conditions and equipment cooling requirement3 will probably 

prevent m large reduction in total airflow in supersonic aircraft. 

Odour control and aircraft 'wetness' will determine the passenger airflow 
requirement for subsonic aircraft and these need investigation under repre- 
sentative conditions before sny firm recommendation can be ma6e. However it 

seems possible that a reduction of the order of 5% could be made and accept- 
able odour control obtained by utilising a recirculating system with purifica- 
tion equipment. 

Further investigation of distribution systems roll be required in order 
to maintaLn acceptable temperature gradient3 in cabins if the total airflow 
ic to be reduced. 
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Aupen&x A 

ASSUMFJ?IONS AND MEZHOD OF CALCULATION 

Assumptions 

Cabin total pressure 12.3 psla (84.8 kN/m2) 

Cabin temperature 25oc 

Initial water concentration 0.0192 lb/lb (g/g) 

Oxygen requirement5 2.0 lb/man day (10.5 mg/s) 

Carbon dloaade evolved5 2.25 lb/man day (11.8 mg/s) 
Water vapour evolved' 2.2 lb/man day (11.52 mg/s) 
Supply air consists of 2346 oxygen and 7% nitrogen by weight 
Minimum partxl pressure oxygen 120 IlmHg 

Maximum partial pressure carbon dioxide 5&g 

Method of calculation 

Calculate initial value of gas constant, 

%= R. ‘0 + % ‘N + $ ‘W (A-1) 

where W % of gas or vapour by weight 
R gas constant 

subscript o owe* 
N nitrogen 

W water vapour 
M cabln atmosphere. 

For assumed volume per passenger, V, obtain amount of mixture required from, 

wM = PT "/I$ T (A-2) 

where pT cabin total pressure 
T cabin temperature OK 

wM weight of mixture required to fill volume per passenger. 

For a gz.ven supply flow obtain $weight of new atmosphere after a period of 
5 minutes allowIng for amounts supplIed used and evolved obtain new gas constant 
for the atmosphere and thence the weight, WM, required to fill the volume 

i 

being consxlered to mantain the same total pressure. Calculate new partial 

pressures of the constituent gases and vapours from 

p=WBT 
v 



Appendix A 

Repeat for requred numbers of cycles assuming that total pressure remains 
constant and excess atmosphere is discharged. 
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Table 1 

CABIN CONDI!l?IONS AE'TEFZ 1 HOUR 

Partial pressure 
mJm 

OWPn 
Carbon 
dioxide 

122.09 5.49 
126.29 3.05 
127.95 2.07 
128.81 1.56 
129.33 1.25 
130.37 0.63 

122.58 5.15 
126.36 2.99 
127.97 2.05 
128.81 1.55 
129.33 1.25 
130.37 0.63 

123.73 4.39 
q26.6 2.81 
128.02 2.00 
128.83 1.54 
129.33 I.24 
130.37 0.63 

123.36 
126.48 
127.98 
128.81 
129.33 
130.37 

4.39 
2.81 
2.0. 
1.54 
I.24 
0.63 

Cabm 
volume per 
passenger 

Final 
water 

content 

Final 
relative 
mndit~ I r 

1nitml 
water 

content 

lb/lb lb/lb 
(g/p) (s/d 

0.0139 Q.594 
0.0076 0.324 
o.ool+a 0.208 
0.00365 0.156 
0.00284 0.121 
0.00162 0.069 

0.0137 0.584 
0.0075 0.32 
0.0052 0.224 
0.0039 0.166 
0.00292 0.124 
0.00?63 0.0695 

0.0124 0.529 
0.00738 0.314 
Q.00499 0.213 
0.0039 0.166 
0.00303 0.12v 
0.00152 0.06~7 

0.0145 0.616 
0.008 0.342 
0.0052 0.224 
0.0039 0.166 
0.003?3 0.134 
0.00152 0.0646 

Dry an 
supply rate 

- 

ft: m3 g/s lb/min 

0.1 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.5 
1.0 

0.1 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.5 
1 .o 

0.1 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.5 
1 .o 

0.1 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.5 
1 .o 

40 

- 

50 

1.132 

1.415 

0.756 
1.51 
2.27 
3.02 
3.78 
7.56 

0.756 
1.51 
2.27 
3.02 
3.78 
7.56 

5.86 IO-' 

75 2.12 0.756 
1.51 
2.27 
3.02 

75 2.12 0.756 
A.51 
2.27 
3.02 

1.17210-' 

For a cabin pressure of 12.3 psia (84.8 kN/m2) and temperature of 25'C 

the saturation water content is 0.02345 lb/lb (g/g). 
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Supply I b/min 0-I x 0*756q/sec Volume per person 50ft3 (l-415 m3) 
o-2 0 l-51 initial water content 5.9 IO’ lb/lb (g/g) 
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Fig. 2 Typical variation of partial pressure of oxygen and carbon dioxide for 

different airflow rates 
. . s . 
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Fig.6 

0 I Ventilation to remove body and SmoKinq odours 
with moderate physical activ!ty 

0 2 Ventilation to remove body odours from sedentary 
adults 
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Fig. 6 Flow rate requirements for body odours 
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Fig. 8 

Chicago coda. for 0ffica.s 
CiJ Outside air only 
@I Temperature control and dust ramova\. Outside a\r 33.3 % 
@ Temperature control and absorption. Outside CLIP 15% 
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Fig. 8 Chicago code airflow requirements 
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~“ences of a ~ess”rlsaLlon fail”m and tlm requlments of equl,m?“t 
coollng are like4 to prevent mch reductlo” I” airflow b&m current 
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~essurlsatlo” but IS Ilk24 to be dlctated by odmr contml M “hlch 
l”fomClon 1s lacking ““der representatlre ~Mdltlo”~. Iha mlnlmrm 
enelm air bleed rate muld occur for B system nhlch recirculates and 
plrrlfles a proportion of the cabin air. Derelopme”~ 01 cabl” air dlstrl- 
butlo” systems mcmld be required if airflov is to be ~pd\lced. 
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